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The derivation of probability density in Gaussian Bayesian network
Given a Gaussian Bayesian network, we can uniquely generate a multivariate (nonsingular) normal distribution and vice versa 1, 2 . Suppose we have an n-dimensional random vector (X), which follows a multivariate normal distribution:
where the parameter u is the mean vector of this distribution, and the parameter r is the inverse covariance matrix of this distribution. To make the model decomposable, the global parameter independence and parameter modularity should be satisfied 1, 3 . Therefore, the parameter u is assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution, and the parameter r is assumed to follow a Wishart distribution 1 . Then, the prior distributions of u and r are given below:
ρ(u | r) = N (u;µ,(υ ⋅ r) −1 )
ρ(r) = Wishart(r;α,β) (S3) where the hyperparameter µ is the mean vector of the distribution of u. The hyperparameter υ is a positive number. The hyperparameter α is the degree of freedom of the Wishart distribution, and α should be greater than (n-1). The hyperparameter β is an n-by-n scale matrix, and should be positive-definite. If a dataset D is generated by the random vector X, which satisfies the distribution mentioned above, there is a close-formed expression of ρ(D W ) that is the probability density of the data restricted to the subset W of the variables in X. In addition, we use the parameter M to stand for the sample size of D, l W for the number of elements in W. Then, the probability density of D W will satisfy the following equation
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2. Default parameter settings for probability density in Gaussian Bayesian network
To calculate the probability density of data ρ(D W ) with the Equation S5 listed above, we need to specify four parameters µ, υ, α, and β, which are the hyperparameters shown in Equation S3 and Equation S4. The parameter µ is the mean vector of the parameter u in Equation S2 . In BMALR, we use the mean vector of the real sample (X ) as the default value for the parameter µ. The parameter υ is the size of the hypothetical sample upon which we base our prior belief concerning the value of u 1, 2 . Therefore, we use the sample size M as the default value for the parameter υ. The parameter α can be regarded as the effective sample size for determining the parameter r in Equation S2 , and it should be greater than (n-1) 1, 2 . In BMALR, we use n as the default value for parameter α. The parameter β can be regarded as covariance matrix in the hypothetical sample upon which we based on our prior belief of u. It is an n-by-n positive definite matrix. We assume the prior probability of all the edges is uniformly distributed for simplification. With such flat prior, β will be a diagonal matrix. Therefore, we set the default value of β as H, where H is the diagonal matrix of the covariance matrix of the sample data. In summary, the parameter settings for calculating probability density of the data, ρ(D W ) , is listed as below:
where H is a n-by-n diagonal matrix, and
With the default parameter settings in Equation S10-S13, Equation S4 can reformate as below:
where
The likelihood that the local structure G Pa generates the data D Pa,Xi , P(D Pa,Xi |G Pa ) can be rewritten as:
To further increase the efficiency, we make an approximation:
The posterior probability of an edge feature f is computed with 
It is worth noting that replacing P(D Pa,X i | G Pa ) in equation S17 with equation S16 leads to the cancellation of the item 
We noticed that when the parameter M is too large (e.g. > 100), loss of precision often appears in the calculation of equation S18. In practice, one can set M with a value between 20 and 100 to avoid this problem and get an approximate value for equation S18 in case that the sample size is too large. In BMALR, we set M = 50. Supplementary Tables   Supplementary Table 1 The influence of maxFanIn on the performance of BMALR in DREAM4 in silico size 100 multifactorial sub-challenge. Supplementary Table 3 The influence of maxFanIn on the performance of BMALR in the benchmark of the T-cell signaling network. 
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